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ABSTRACT 

 

A large number of people have attempted to create mathematical models in 

order to develop and optimize agricultural production; however almost none of 

them address the factors such as use of fertilizers (N, K, P). More use of 

fertilizers can deteriorate the fertility of soil and can lead to the low production 

for years to come. In this study a predictive model is formulated that aims to 

predict the best crop to be grown in available weather conditions and nutrients 

present in the soil thereby reducing the use of chemicals and taking a step 

forward towards organic and chemical free agriculture. 

Keywords : Node Deployment, Routing, Artificial Bee Colony, Wireless Sensor 

Networks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Agriculture plays a vital role in the global economy. 

India is home to more than 130 crores people and to 

cater to their food demand is a major challenge. 

According to FAO estimates in 'The State of Food 

Security and Nutrition in the World, 2020 report, 

189.2 million people are undernourished in India. By 

this measure 14% of the population is undernourished 

in India. With the ever increasing human population, 

understanding worldwide crop yield is central to 

addressing food security challenges and reducing the 

use of fertilizers. The demand for food crops have 

been increasing but is very difficult to increase the 

area of land under agriculture with so much pressure 

on land.[3] So there should be a methodology that 

increases the crop production on the same amount of 

land that is available with us. Crop yield prediction is 

an important agricultural problem. The Agricultural 

yield primarily depends on weather conditions (rain, 

temperature), pesticides and water availability. 

Accurate information about history of crop yield is 

important to get the maximum output of crop yield 

on the same dimensions of available land and to 

reduce the use of fertilizers so we can move towards 

organic farming. This problem not only persist in 

India but Worldwide as estimates show that, in 2020, 

over 237 crore people were grappling with food 

insecurity globally, an increase of about 32 crores 

from 2019. With such a negative report there should 
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be some step taken to overcome the above problems. 

For this purpose, data was studied that There are 

three major nutrition requirements for any crop to 

grow that is nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium also 

known as NPK. we extended the methodology of [1] 

and [2] so that a predictive model can be created that 

majorly work on 8 factors namely Nitrogen ratio in 

soil, phosphorous ratio in soil, potassium ratio in soil, 

pH of the soil, rainfall, temperature and humidity. 

With the study of all this factors a predictive model is 

created that can predict which crop can be grown 

best with available weather and nutritional value of 

soil. This model is based on the pre-existing factors 

that urges farmers to reduce their dependency on 

external factors such as using of chemicals and rainfall 

and being more dependent on what they already have. 

After the testing of soil in lab,  NPK ratio can be 

found out easily and this model can be applied. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY  

 

This paper develops a predictive model that 

effectively addresses the above problem. This model 

not only considers the weather and climatic condition 

but also the NPK ratio and pH of the soil  

DATA SET 

Data set has been created by going through the data 

for agriculture through various website 

 

• https://www.fao.org/3/a0257e/A0257E05.htm 

• https://agricoop.nic.in/sites/default/files/Hortic

ulture%20Statistics%20at%20a%20Glance-

2018.pdf 

 

Dataset contains 2200 rows containing weather 

requirement and NPK requirement for different crops 

and different fields with 8 columns namely N- Ratio 

of nitrogen content in the soil, P- Ratio of phosphorus 

content in the soil, K- Ration of potassium content in 

the soil, Temperature- Temperature required for the 

crop to grow in degree Celsius, Humidity- Relative 

humidity in percentage, pH- pH value of the soil, 

Rainfall- Rainfall in mm and Label- Name of different 

crops. 

 

This dataset consists the data for various fields from 

all over India. in all total 22 crops were taken and for 

each crop 100 observation were taken as follows 

Kidneybeans, Cotton, Banana, Orange, Coconut, 

Mothbeans, Chickpea, Mango, Mungbean, Lentil, 

Pigeonpeas, Apple, Rice, Muskmelon, Pomegranate, 

Coffee, Maize, Blackgram, Jute, Papaya, Grapes, 

Watermelon. There was equal distribution of crops 

 

 
Given above is the snippet of dataset that shows the 

first 5 rows .it conatins the data for rice that is grown 

in different parts of india and gives the information 

regarding N, P, K, temprature, humidity, ph and 

rainfall. 

 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

The average ratio of nitrogen, phosphorous and also 

the average temperature, humidity, pH value and 

rainfall for each crop was checked. After the 

summary statistics for individual crop was found, an 

average function was used and minimum, maximum 

and average for each factor for each crop was found. 

It was inferred  that rice requires good rainfall and 

banana requires good proportion of potassium and so 

on for all other crops. After this average requirement 

of each crop was compared with average conditions as 

well using interactive functions. Some crops require 

less nitrogen such as coconut, apple and some require 

more nitrogen such as cotton, muskmelon etc and 

such comparisons were taken for each factor.After 

https://agricoop.nic.in/sites/default/files/Horticulture%20Statistics%20at%20a%20Glance-2018.pdf
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this crops which require more than or less than the 

average given condition to grow were found. 

 

ANALYZING AGRICULTURE CONDITION 

 

Distribution of different agricultural conditions were 

found using distplot function of seaborn library of 

python. Below is the screenshot of the graph obtained 

 

 
 

After studying th above graphs, potassium and 

humidity factor were found to be different. Potassium 

graph was right skewed and humidity was left skewed 

and all other conditions are normlly distributed. Next 

step was to look for particular crops were found that 

requires high and low amount of NPK and other 

factors and after that Crops were classify on the basis 

of season summers, winters and rainy on the basis of 

temperature and humidity filters. 

CLUSTERING 

K-Means algorithm based on dividing [4] [5] is a kind 

of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed by 

J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is unsupervised 

is usually used in data mining and pattern 

recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 
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again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 
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income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification K-Means algorithm based on dividing 

[4] [5] is a kind of cluster algorithm, and it is proposed 

by J.B.MacQueen. This algorithm which is 

unsupervised is usually used in data mining and 

pattern recognition. Aiming at minimizing cluster 

performance index, square-error and error criterion 

are foundations of this algorithm. To seek the 

optimalizing outcome, this algorithm tries to find K 

divisions to satisfy a certain criterion. Firstly, choose 

some dots to represent the initial cluster focal 

points(usually, we choose the first K sample dots of 

income to represent the initial cluster focal point); 

secondly, gather the remaining sample dots to their 

focal points in accordance with the criterion of 

minimum distance, then we will get the initial 

classification, and if the classification if unreasonable, 

we will modify it(calculate each cluster focal points 

again), iterate repetitively till we get a reasonable 

classification In clustering target number k is defined, 

which refers to the number of centroids needed in the 

dataset. A centroid is the imaginary or real location 

representing the center of the cluster. Every data 

point is allocated to each of the clusters through 

reducing the in-cluster sum of squares. In other 

words, the K-means algorithm identifies k number of 

centroids, and then allocates every data point to the 

nearest cluster, while keeping the centroids as small 

as possible. It is process of grouping data points with 

similar traits and assigning them to clusters. K means 

clustering is used to determine the optimal number of 

cluster to be made elbow method was used. Clusters 

of crop were made based on the factors from data set 

so that they can be grouped and a predictive model 

can be created. 

 

 

The average is between 3 and 4 so 4 clusters were 

considered. KMeans algorithm was implemented and 

4 clusters were as follows. 

But some of the crops were in more than one 

clustering so hard clustering was done instead of soft 

clustering so that a crop can be contained in one 

cluster only 

 

SOME PATTERNS 
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The above graph was created to find out some 

patterns like cotton require high quantity of nitrogen 

and grapes and apple requires high amount of 

phosphorus and other factors for other crops 

 

PREDICTIVE MODEL 

Dataset was split into independent and dependent 

dataset. Dependent variable was label column(crop) 

Later it was split into training and testing data. 

Finally, model was created using logistic regression. 

Logistic regression was imported from sklearn.linear 

model and the object was created and was training 

data set was fil into the model 

Test dataset was predicted with the help of predict 

function 

 
 

III. RESULT 

After creating the model real time data was used in 

which a person has to enter N RATIO,P RATIO, K 

RATIO, RAINFALL, HUMIDITY, PH , 

TEMPRATURE so the model can predict which crop 

can be best grown in the available conditions 

Below case predicts that rice is the most suitable crop 

to be grown with given conditions 

 

 
Heat map and confusion matrix was created and Good 

results for precision recall and f1-score was found and 

the accuracy was about 97% for the training data set 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This help the farmer to grow the right crop with 

given condition and as that NPK requirement will be 

fulfilled this will considerably reduce the use of 

chemical fertilizers and improve the quality of food 

and perfect climatic condition will reduce the chances 

of crop failure and hence improving the food security 

for the country.This model aims to create fertilizer 

free farming and reducing the chances of crop crop 

failure and thus optimizing agricultural production 

for India. 
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